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"Small states are of the past and have no future...The great 
nations are rapidly absorbing for their future expansion and 
their present defense all the waste places of the earth. It is a 
movement which makes for civilization and the advancement 
of the race. As one of the great nations of the world, the United 
states must not fall out of the line of march. 
There is a very definite policy for American statesmen to 
pursue in this respect if they would prove themselves worthy 

inheritors of the principles of Washington and Adams. We desire no extension to 
the south, for neither the population nor the lands of Central or South America 
would be desirable additions to the United States. But from the Rio Grande to 
the Arctic Ocean there should be but one flag and one country. Neither race nor 
climate forbids this extension and every consideration of national growth and 
national welfare demands it. In the interests of our commerce and of our fullest 
development we should build the Nicaragua canal, 
and for the protection of that canal and for I the sake 
of our commercial supremacy I say in the Pacific we 
should control the Hawaiian Islands and maintain our 
influence in Samoa. England has studded the West 
Indies with strong places which are a standing menace 
to our Atlantic seaboard. We should have among 
those islands at least one strong naval station, and 
when the Nicaragua canal is built, the island of Cuba, 
still sparsely settled and of almost unbounded fertility, will become to us a 
necessity. Commerce follows the flag, and we should build up a navy strong 
enough to give protection to Americans in every quarter of the globe and 
sufficiently powerful to put our coasts beyond the possible ability of successful 
attack." 
	  


